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the plan of the Great Pyramid in Giza, seems to be based upon the

Geometry of sacred number 7 (l'll examine 7 points star within a circle)
SEVEN - is a sacred number since antiquity (emphasized in few crop circles of 2010)

7 heavens, 7 stars of the ancient world, quarter of moon cycle, 7 days a week, biblical "Bat Sheva"
th
mother of king Shelomo. Bier Sheva- seven wells. holy Shabbat, the 7 day after 6 days of Creation.
th
Shabbat – Saturn- the 7 star- the star of Israel. In Kabala 7 is known as Zeir Anpin – world of
rd
th
formation (the 3 out of 4), in 10 sephirot the 7 is Netzach = 148
Ancient Hebrew Calendar – is based on 7 days a week and 52 weeks = 364 days (a solar year &
th
calculated additions every 7 cycles) Chanoch - 7 generation from Adam "was taken by God…" got the
Hebrew calendar in heaven and returned to teach future generations, he lived (3,139 – 2774 BC) for
th
365 years (symbolic, for counting time…days) He was the great grandfather of Noah - 10 generation
from Adam. Noah built the biblical ark before the flood 2,105 BC destroyed the civilization of his days.
Heptagon or 7 points star is the basic matrix of ancient Egypt too, from King Khufu 2589–2566 BC or
2606-2573 BC and the Great Pyramid in Giza till Akhenaton and Nefertiti, some 1,200 years later.
As the following reveals:

All dimensions in the following illustrations are scaled 1/10

Draw a circle with Radios = 120 meters. Diameter = 240 meters. From the center, divide it into 7 equal
parts. The inner angle of each section = 360: 7 = 51.42857 degrees
Already, you see the pyramid's side angle, but we'll soon find it again at the pyramid's base...
Connect the 7 points on the circle, to each other, measure each line and each angle.
Notice: Points 1, 3, 6, form a pyramid equivalent to the great pyramid in Giza: check triangle 1-3-6
Base = 233.92 m, side length = 187.83 m, height = 146.7 m, side angle = 51.42857 degrees
The inner plan of the great pyramid, the location of chambers and shafts, fit cardinal junctions and
angles set by this Matrix, the Heptagon web. The Pyramid's structure obviously is rooted in sacred 7

The queen's chamber is located at the center of the circle. Notice that axis X is 26.7 m higher than the
pyramid's base and one needs to climb from the plateau towards the chamber.
The Grand Gallery was built along the diagonal connecting points 3 and 7, with angle = 25.7 degrees.

The shafts from the queen's chamber are directed towards points 2 and 7 (top two points on the
circle, outside the pyramid) each shaft is 90 – 51.42857 = 38.5714 degrees,
The king's chamber is less obvious (for me) but seems to relate to inner (secondary) heptagonal web.

1,200 years after Khufu(2589 to 2566 B.C) and the same geometry is found in royal engravings of King
Anachaton and Queen Nefertiti, ruled 1351–1334 BC
notice the 19 sun rays in both reliefs, they originate from the same sacred 7 web. As follows:
Draw as many lines as needed from the top point (of the 7 points star) towards every cross point
(intersection of vectors) inside the star (the inner heptagon). There are only 19 lines.

Achenaton tried the worshiping of ONE God (although he still refered it to the sun, it was a recorded
attemt to end the gallery of numerous egyptian deities) it is also suggested that his eara was the
period of Biblical Moses who indeed believed in ONE God, but this is not clear:
Akenaton ruled during 1351–1334 BC and Moses should have been born around 1,200 BC (if we to
calculate according to the Bible: the people of Israel went to Egypt around 1,561 BC, stayed 400 years
nd
until 1,161 BC when 80 years old Moses (1241-1121 BC) took them out of Egypt). even Ramses 2 ,
1279–1213 BCE, 19th Dynasty (c. 1258 BCE treaty with Hittites) who's thought to be the King who
chased the Israelis and drowned in the Red Sea, seems to have lived a hundred years earlier to the
event.
There is no wonder than, coming back to the Pyramid geometry, dimensions and numbers, that
th
th
Moses was born on the 7 day of the 12 month and lived 120 years. His mission was to take the
Israeli people "Out of Egypt"
Here again, you can recognize Moses 120 years as the Radios = 120, divide it by the sacred number 7.
R=120 (diameter= 240) hint to 12 and 24, as symbols for time units (hours, day and night)
Perhaps the zest and essence of ancient Egyptian knowledge was put in the pyramid. Moses after all
was rescued by Pharaoh's daughter, raised in the palace, shared the knowledge of kings and priests.
Obsessed with the underworld and death, while the first idea of freedom was "…and you chose life" I

th

mention it, since the word Netzach ( victory) the 7 sephira, is numerology larger than the height of
the pyramid by ONE. Netzach = 148, and 2 victories = 296, this is the word ZUR (also meaning rock, it
is also used to describe one of God's qualities…) but, in actual fact 296 = HA- Aretz ="the land" the
promised land by God to Abraham Izak and Jakob. Jakob was pyramid tall, lived 147 years
2 victories = 296 = EARTH, HA-Aretz in Hebrew, means "the land" as written: "which I will show you…"
When Moses managed to free the Israelis from Egypt, it was after a struggle between the one God (of
Abraham Isaac and Jacob) and the Egyptian gods and sorcerers. The 10 plagues represent the number
10, as in 1, 10, 100, 1,000, this decimal system was the basis of Hebrew thought and the mathematics
of ONENESS (1 contains it all, 10, 100, 1,000 and after that it starts again from one)
The Egyptian civilization had parish and the ONE remained till our days, but when we look at their
structures we can only admire…what is left from those days, is told in the Hebrew bible, yet,
Geometry forever remains a universal language ( a natural language and perhaps a galactic one)
th

Even Nefertiti's crown seems to draw its shape from the 7 web and the pyramid

The band around the crown presents the equator (axis X) and the zodiac belt declining angle
can be seen at the back side. the 2 loops in the front, on the equator, hints towards the 2
loops of the moon or the sun yearly cycle, up and down, crosing the equator twice a year.
Perhaps…
the egyptians were astronomers and masters of precision, many answers to questions
regarding size and shape or form can be found here, but All to do with MATERIAL
As for the meaning, I must confess that I find it hard to think in simbols and I did not read
the egyptians texts. I read the Hebrew texts and learn mathematics and geometry as well

The hight of the pyramid, equals to the sum of "Wisdom and Inteligence" chocma+bina=146
7th letter ZAIN = 67 = BINA, this 3rd sephira is the source of ZEIR ANPHIN, and no wonder that
we also find the number 72 as the side length of the inner heptagon of the Great Pyramid.
72 is connected to the parting of the sea, by Moses. It is the greatest magic ever performed
by man (Moses)with the help of God, and the more you search the more is revieled… it is
fasinating to see why the Tora was given on a mountain, how the arc

if the sugested is not accurate, there are many options for relocating crowns in this 7th web

72 appears 7 times, and this is unique. In the bible, "72 names" is used in 3 sentences, it sums to 216
as the name Jerusalem in hebrew "Yeru" – shalem, explain it as follows: YERU= 216 (yod + resh
+vav =216 ) SHALEM means whole (complete) the word "yeru" is made of two halfs, half in hebrew is
CHATZI = 108 and so 2 halfs equals 216 "whole" ONE
In order to make it Yeru- Shalaim we still need to add 10 (which than makes the whole difference
from the name with out YOD = 10

